Our Catch Basin filters are highly effective in removing contaminants from stormwater runoff, and are an important part of a construction site or municipality's stormwater management plan. Installation is a simple process, and with tools like a grate lifter the filter can be installed quickly by just one crew member.

Ultra Drain Guard Catch Basin Filters are available in 8 different model styles to fit your site's stormwater filtration needs. See: Catch Basin Selection Guide (pdf) or call us for assistance!

**INSTALLATION:**

1. Remove catch basin grating.

2. Clean dirt and debris from grating ledge

3. Insert Drain Guard. If using the Ultra-Drain Guard High Capacity Model, Part # 9393, Ultra-Drain Guard Retainers must be used – see below for installation instructions

4. Reinstall grate. To insure maximum effectiveness, Drain Guard skirt should be secured (pinched) between grating and edge.

5. Cut the excess fabric off with a blade or knife if desired.
ULTRA-DRAIN GUARD
Installation and Maintenance Instructions

Installation with optional Ultra-Drain Guard Retainers (Part # 9237 / 9238):

1. Follow steps 1 and 2 above.
2. Insert Retainers through handling straps of Drain Guard. (Each Retainer should be holding two straps).
3. Insert Drain Guard, placing Retainers across basin opening so that flat plates lay on grating ledge.
4. Follow steps 4 and 5 above.

Note: Ultra Drain Guard Retainers can be used with any of the Ultra Drain Guard models.

Maintenance and disposal:

Under normal conditions, Ultra Drain Guard filters are designed to be used for 3-6 months. If used in a location with heavy contamination, the filter will have a reduced life expectancy. Stormwater filters should be inspected on a regular cycle. Once the filter has collected approximately 6” of sediment, we recommend that it be replaced. The filter should also be replaced if you can see free oil floating that isn’t being absorbed (meaning the filter fabric has absorbed all the hydrocarbons it can hold).

Part # 9393 (High Capacity Model is equipped with lifting straps, for use with a forklift or other lifting device, as this model can hold up to 300 lbs of sediment.

Dispose of Ultra Drain Guards in accordance with applicable Federal, State and local regulations. The manufacturer or seller assume no responsibility for proper or improper maintenance or disposal.

Find replacement filters at: Catch Basin Filter

We are here to serve you. Just call or email with your project specifications and details, and we’ll do the rest. Our goal is to provide the best solution for your project, with materials delivered on time at a price that fits nicely within your budget.

For more complete information on One Clarion products and solutions, visit us on the Web at www.clarionmunicipal.com

Phone: (+1) 863-261-8388 | info@oneclarion.com
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